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1. 

One day, as I was leafing through the collected poems of Goenawan Mohamad, I 

was struck by the number of words whose ambiguity inspires a deeper 

contemplation. The word bubungan, in “The Woman Who Was Pounding Salt,” for 

instance: does it mean ceiling or the rising plumes of smoke? The context alludes to 

both. Back to 1963, even: one finds the verb mengendap, in the well-known poem “A 

Poet’s Final Day, One Afternoon.” A word whose meaning signifies to move 

stealthily or to settle heavy and slow like sediment. Either way, not a verb normally 

associated with the sun. 

So it was to the poet himself that I turned to. “Tell me,” I said, “what it was 

you had wanted to express.” His chuckled reply: “I really don’t know. I’ve 

forgotten.” My disappointment must have stirred something in him; before long, he 

told me that the ambiguity might have been the intention. Then again, he would 

choose words purely for their sound, their rhyme, their image. 

Later, as we were working on what was to become the first bilingual anthology 

of his poetry, some details would surge with alarming clarity. For instance, he was 

able to recall for me, in the haunting “A Day for Alvin Hutabarat,” a painting by de 

Chirico that shed light on the stanza, “In the corner is a print/of a painting: a child 

running/a lone silhouette, pushing a wheel/with a steel rod.” The child running was 

not the boy toddler in the garden of his home I had in mind: it was a girl of ten or 

so, running in the grim corridor between two buildings.  



Artists, Auden insisted, should be anonymous; Goenawan, for all intents and 

purposes, isn’t, and the firsthand insight to which I am privileged is a luxury not 

enjoyed by many translators of poetry. But while it can be instructive to the whole 

exercise of translation, in the sense of bringing the translator that much closer to the 

“mind” of the translated, it can also detract from what Stanley Kunitz and Max 

Hayward maintain is the translator’s greatest joy: to venture into the open space of 

its possibilities, to draw out of it a glimpse of its mystery, its secret life, and to ponder 

the glow of what remains unconcealed. Still echoing Kunitz and Hayward, “By 

having every meaning recalled and made accountable the reimagining is all but 

stripped, as if the life source were more important than the metamorphoses. 

          The fact that the poet himself is often ambiguous about his authorial intent is 

as much a by-product of age as the fragility of the notion of the “original” text. It 

may even be possible, to follow Susan Sontag, that the original text should be 

regarded as itself a translation – “the original translation,” if you will, of something 

in the author’s consciousness. In other words, something which is never “one thing.” 

 

          And so, just as consciousness is a strange thing, - the way it starts with 

something and leads to another with seemingly nothing to tie them -, the poet is not 

only unwilling, but also fundamentally unable to grasp, let alone to offer to his 

reader, a substance or a message out of the chaos of a poem struggling to “become.” 

The moment he loses that rein, the poet surrenders his wits to words, and he is no 

longer the auteur: the author is dead, so goes Barthes’ famous saying.  

2. 

 

When the first edition of Goenawan Mohamad: Selected Poems came out, with such a 

limited print run it barely squeaked in people’s memories, a review by the literary 

critic Ignas Kleden (3) in Tempo magazine took issue with my central assumption. It 



is about the possibility of translation as a betrayal, - “perhaps, a particular form of 

Steiner’s idea of “aggression” -, in that it is a traduction, a reconstitution made of 

sacrifice and revision. (4) Kleden argued, with good cause, that the translations in 

the volume that could be considered “successful” were the ones that stayed as 

faithful as possible to the original text. 

In the context of poetry as discussed before, what is fidelity? Is it the work to 

which one is faithful? The writer? Literature? Or language? Of course, the idea of 

ideal translation is always subject to two perennially opposed standards. One is 

literalism, in which every effort is geared towards preserving every element possible 

in a work – in other words, to be faithful to the “words of the book.” The other is 

full naturalization, meaning that the translator must pass the original text over “into” 

the new language, so that one does not feel one is reading a translation at all. 

 

          While we know that the actual practice of translation usually lies between the 

two extremes, there lies a larger disagreement about what responsibility one has to 

the “original” text. But for what end? To translate is still, as Sontag puts it, “to lead 

something across a gap, to make it go where it was not.” 

A translator may feel that the text is best served by taking certain liberties, - 

to rearrange passages, sharpen or even alter details -, to make it more accessible in 

that other language. Even in a literal transcription, he or she must still decide for 

each poem just what constitutes the essential elements, what he or she dares to 

change or settle with, what should be sacrificed, trimmed down, let go. Or what is 

more convenient: to miss, as Eco suggests, “the intertextual link for the sake of 

comprehensibility,” or, on the contrary, to risk “a poor literary understanding in 

order to stress the link.”  

All of which makes the task of attempting to translate Goenawan all the more 

daunting. Anyone familiar with his works knows too well the extent to which he has 



rejuvenated the Indonesian language – indeed, made it into his own. In poetry as in 

his prose, sound, rhythm and balance are continually held to experimentation, 

metaphor is richly mined, and the language of the penumbra, - the shaded area 

between past and present, personal and universal, distance and intimacy -, given a 

new lease on life. 

Seen from the perspective of his native tongue, Goenawan’s appeal to his 

readers lies in his enmeshing of extreme economy in form and constant extension 

of vocabulary. The latter he does chiefly through the supplanting of bureaucratese 

and Indonesianized English by an innovative use of rarely used synonyms, especially 

Malay and Javanese. As a prose-writer, he is known for his ability to probe two sides 

of the same coin and never quite coming down on the “side” of either – an almost 

temperamental detachment offset by an eloquence of reasoning that effectively takes 

the pedantic out of “wisdom.” 

In poetry, this ability to move from dream to reality, clarity to obscurity, 

participant and observer, often sounds like a disquieting drone of truth. (though 

nothing like the Frostian effect: the comfortable-as-a-handshake security of familiar 

“truths.”) Even as Goenawan turns on its head everything we have customarily 

thought of as right and wrong, black and white, traditional and new, reading him is 

not a train ride of verbal action: it is often a quiet moment of measure, in which 

darkness shimmers and silence fills out. While Indonesian readers are often blown 

away by the singular beauty of a word, a line, a detail, it often takes them a while to 

recoil from the quietly unsettling effect of the whole - that other side of being that 

in Goenawan’s hand is acknowledged and thus transcended, in the same way one 

understands that love, beauty, happiness are not forever.  

3. 

How does the English language come into all this? Two ways: sometimes as a poor 

match, other times as a good partner. Finding resonant vocabulary in English is not 



always easy, especially as Goenawan often juxtaposes his use of different synonyms 

and shifts freely between their different nuances. This perceived imbalance is, in 

part, the combined result of Goenawan’s constant pioneering of the Indonesian 

language, rendering him always a fresh, thought-provoking read, and the lexical 

idiosyncrasies of the Indonesian itself. In the grippingly spare 1971 poem “Cold 

Unregistered,” the subdued, solitary line “Kota hanya basah” is a deeper, richer plunge 

into the spectral pain behind the factual “The city is but wet.” 

 

          Rhyming words like “lapuk” and “tumpuk” (“Words are Like the Tinkle of 

Coins”), “gagal” and “sengal” (“Gatoloco”), belong mentally and phonetically to a 

certain series of words which bear no equivalence in the English language. In 

Indonesian, the words and the lines they find themselves in draw each other out and 

add something which none of them would have had separately or in any other 

combination. Furthermore, what makes the exchange of secret values possible is not 

only the mere contact between the words but their exact position in regard both to 

the rhythm of the line and one another. The feeble translations, respectively: “where 

meaning stay” and “gathering”; “fizzled” and “choked room,” are precisely that: 

feeble. 

 

          However, the reverse applies as well. In the matter of sex, for instance, where 

in his own language Goenawan is almost unparalleled, he pales in translation because 

Erotic English is so much ahead of him already. And we all know that in sex, it is 

not enough to translate the “sense.” 

Yet my personal experience with translating Goenawan’s works has led me to 

discern in him a certain natural affinity with the English language, the kind partly 

brought on, no doubt, through admiration; through what Walcott calls “that benign 

envy which all poets have for the great poets of a different language.” The tribute is 

often self-evident: in “Autumn Quatrains,” we find the line “The summer is so 

great,” which, interestingly, is Goenawan’s own translation of the Indonesian poet 



Chairil Anwar’s Indonesian translation of Rilke’s “Autumn Day.” (Or, in “Pastoral,” 

Auden’s famous opening line, from “Lullaby.” Or the ghost of Dickinson in 

Goenawan’s earlier poems. 

Even in those early days, spare eloquence had already distinguished 

Goenawan from his peers. He was fascinated by lyric poem and found sanctuary for 

his troubled soul in the steady iambic of older Malay verse-forms, quatrains and 

European sonnets. This preference for tight forms might well be the poet’s quest 

for discipline, in the way the stringency of his one-page Tempo columns has worked 

for his essays - as a guard against superfluity and sentimentalism. 

The greater landscape, however, a period known as Guided Democracy 

(1958-1965), certainly sharpened this aesthetic restraint. It was a period in which the 

grand, totalizing ideas of Socialism and Nationalism became a monstrous end in 

itself, often over and above human lives; and those, like Goenawan and his fellow 

signatories of the Cultural Manifesto, - a statement published in 1963 defending 

creative freedom -, were branded anti-revolutionary. One would only have to read 

the first poems of this collection to get a glimpse of his idea of hope, at a time when 

culture was ever steered the way of politics and poetry was reassigned to being 

“fellow travelers” of the Revolution. 

 What Goenawan might have forsaken in form he has gained in a measure of 

the verbal inventiveness he so admired of Amir Hamzah, Indonesia’s foremost poet 

of the 30s. Indeed, this was also a time when the Indonesian language was still 

wallowing in its own impoverishment caused by its own official and unnatural quality 

as a national standard. It was a language stripped off color, smell, shape, desire – an 

anemic, mechanistic language that spoke nothing of real life. And so, from within 

the confines of an old matrix, Goenawan ushered a new trope, a new stance towards 

reality: that which returned man to the wild orchids in the forest; to the “face” of 



the concrete; to, perhaps, something akin to Richard Rorty’s notion of private irony.  

           

Yet for all Goenawan’s admiration for the virtuosity of Joyce, the ingenuity 

of Borges, and the relish of someone like Indonesian poet and theatre figure Rendra 

in throwing himself open to wild experiments, there is also somewhat of the 

pragmatist in him: to borrow the poet and critic Arif Prasetyo’s words, there is the 

“sensible” in the “sensuous.” 

Not surprisingly, Goenawan is at his weakest when he tries to abscond from 

this discipline, consciously or otherwise. In his first narrative poem, “Pariksit,” 

(which is also the title of Goenawan’s first anthology of poems, published in 1971), 

itself a rewriting of the well-known Javanese tale of a young king put under the curse 

of annihilation in the hands of the Dragon Taksaka, the extended form only brings 

out all that the poet has steeled himself against: bombast, banality, the need to be 

understood. 

While “Pariksit” remains ostensibly a playground for a stream-of-

consciousness reinvention of tradition, once much praised for its innovative spirit, 

it may now find itself wanting. It is also possible that Goenawan is less successful 

when re-imagining not history, but himself in a historical role. Shorn off his customary 

vehicles of ambiguity, - the vague shifts from first person and third person, the plural 

pronouns kita/kami (we), the you and You brilliantly feinted in “Gatoloco” -, he 

self-consciously explicates, rather than suggests, his inner demons. “Pariksit” is too 

centered, too serious for its own good. 

Still, there is a sound, a sensibility, to Goenawan’s subtle eloquence that shares 

an affinity with the parsimony of English, especially in his latest poems. It is no 

coincidence that “In Elsinore” (2004) betrays more than the poet’s passing 

fascination with Hamlet: something that has a lot to do with its author, no doubt, but 



also to the fate of the conflicted man, ever torn between suffer(ing) “the slings and 

arrows of outrageous fortune” and tak(ing) “arms against a sea of troubles.”  

 

4. 

 

And so, Goenawan tells us that everything not only has an expression (“on a 

nameless clay, I see your face again;” “melancholy’s face plastered on posters,”) but 

also a motion: the rain not only ceases but “thins into a drizzle,” and perhaps, every 

day, outside the reaches of our eyes, “there’s a procession, towards a black hole, 

where desire – and all that is remembered – collects like the carrion of birds.” 

 

          He also tells us that art is in some important ways the opposite of nature, and 

that the creation, the transformation, of being, – a winged horse made of glass, 

trembling, “wanting to touch a name” -, is not just possible, it has to be possible, even 

if only in mental flight. It is not enough merely to go along, or, worse, “be at one” 

with nature as many poets seem to be happy enough to settle with - except in that 

one non-negotiable matter, Death.  

Matter, too, is not only moved into mind but also the other way around - bending 

nature towards the will of man, giving it, at times, not just the appearance of a human 

being, or things manmade, but also its character. Thus, we find not only in 

“Cambridge” an “asbestos sky,” and, in “One Day in June,” an afternoon “as pale 

as a patient,” but also, in “The Cube,” a soundless cube that shoulders the night with 

“everyday melancholy,” evoking, among others, the plain simplicity of the Ka’bah. 

In such moments, even as hours “hang heavy” and “the numerals have long known,” 

both man and nature are given transient salvation. 

It is certainly a heavy burden, this knowingness, this morbid pessimism that, 

in “Expatriate,” “seeps through the senses” like the “course of day.” “Time is 



poetry’s cliché,” he wrote in “Once”, “but what to do?” Like Rilke, a poet he 

admires, Goenawan often uses space to defeat time, and stoicism becomes both a 

luxury and a necessity. 

Yet Goenawan’s stoicism is quite different than Rilke’s. While both of them 

may point out the same thing, that, really, the human condition can only be 

appreciated and endured, and that in the end, we are all alone, there is a tendency in 

Rilke to take refuge in a sacramental form of speech so that the elemental things that 

share our earthly journey – a house, a bridge, a jug – cease to be defined by their 

names, are internalized, and translated into ourselves. Doubtless this is a form of 

protest on the part of the German Romantic poet against the mechanization of life 

and mass production that he so loathed. 

Yet, the extent of what William Gass calls Rilke’s “withinwarding” is just not 

possible within the make-up of our own mental traveler. Goenawan survives both 

his life as a poet and his other life as everything else precisely because he trusts 

neither nature nor man: indeed, one puts the other in check. He survives precisely 

because he has a sense of irony. “We mourn, therefore we are.” 

In a sense, Goenawan’s internalized acceptance of incongruity embodies 

Rilke’s notion of being in the venture of “dim delight.” In Heidegger’s reading of 

Rilke, the ventured beings most open to “the Open” are those that are by nature 

benumbed so that “in such numbness, they never strive for anything that might 

oppose them.”  

Goenawan’s reticence does not just see “dim” as “muted,” just as the sky is 

not merely the sky. “Dim,” to Goenawan, is not just the countless twilights and 

fading lights of day that pepper his poems as a device for ushering time, as when “A 

troop broke through the dim of the yard.” (“A Story for Yap Thiam Hien”), or when 

“Scraps of the moon hang outside, above the asphalt sky.” (“In That Town, They 

Say, The Rain Has Become Lead”). But “dim” is also the fundamental fate of man, 



that which rests on an essential depth and has the nature of a bearer, so that 

“Darkness falls clumsily, besieging us, the old city square and buildings before 6.” 

(“In Mala Strana”), so that “My eyes are not that dim, obviously, for seeing what is 

not there.” (A Quatrain About a Pot”), and so that in the gaunt light, “A passing 

ambulance sends a shudder, a bearer of a sign.” (“Cikini Street.”) 

 

5. 

 

Where form compresses - and this is exactly where Goenawan’s latest poems have 

headed - imagery becomes all the more important. Around 1999, he began to 

experiment more intensely with short prose-poems, a form that served him well after 

the particular success of his eight-year tryst with eroticism. All plot and motive are 

replaced with a kind of chattering, compulsive, image-chasing interior monologue 

of dreads and desires. 

After the magical twelve-part “Pastoral,” a stylistic volte-face at the end of 

2002, Goenawan has steadily gone the way of compacted austerity starting with “The 

Altar” all the way to “In Elsinore.” And the austere always comes under closer 

scrutiny for it presupposes a speaking that says more than it speaks, means more 

than it says. (which is actually what all genuine poetry is about.) The assumption is 

all the more so because of Goenawan’s intellectual stature – he thinks, therefore he 

is. Going back to Kleden’s point on the value of faithful translation, then, to what 

should it be directed? The thinking itself? We have seen how difficult it is to get a 

sense of what the author thinks. 

 Yet if we were to assume that poetry comes from the experience with 

thinking, then how does one translate, in “Pastoral,” “Apakah arti sebuah ujung?” 

when one knows, from sheer familiarity with the author as a thinker, that he would 

never perceive of “ujung” (the tip, the edge, the precipice, a point in which something 



may become something else) as “akhir” (the end), even if the two words are often 

interchangeable, especially when distance is involved? Does one then translate it into 

“What is the meaning of an end?”, hoping that it would provoke alternative readings, 

or “What is the meaning of an edge?”, as a direct act of translation? 

In dealing with inter-textual irony, Goenawan seems to avoid too much 

double coding. Thus is Auden’s line acknowledged as a quote and Rilke’s words 

italicized. Again, this is perhaps due to his internalized experience with the English 

language, – that is, knowing instinctively what an average English poetry reader may 

or may not recognize –, as well as the spectre of a “dual audience” that resides in his 

subconscious, heightened no doubt by the prodigious traveling of the last decade of 

his life. 

After Tempo was banned in 1994 by the Suharto regime and Goenawan went 

underground to build alternative channels of free expression, his life has acquired a 

different dimension. It is a life of packing and unpacking, looking out at different 

windows, sitting in planes and trains, watching the umpteenth snowfall (so much 

snow!), writing at odd and irregular hours, eating poorly, and falling ill on strange 

pillows. Indeed, Goenawan has never written more in the English language than he 

has during this period. His myriad references to autumn, snowfall, and hours 

“growing heavy,” – experiences and figures of speech an English-speaking audience 

can easily relate to –, also acquire a sheen of the familiar. 

Of course, the familiar, much less the universal, is not the aim of poetry, even 

if many linguists rightfully worry about the problem of getting a reader to respond 

to a hypotyposis rousing the memory of seeing something one has never seen. The 

problem of evoking the individuation of an experience – something involving what 

David Lodge callsqualia, or the specific nature of a person’s subjective experience 

(15) – always carries cultural risks. While a text can call to mind a personal experience 

with a single word, the word does not have the same evocative impact every time, 



every culture, or in every country. See, for instance, this line, from “Afterword:” “I 

know a bird will greet us from the northeast/vomiting blood.” 

The image is a very familiar one to those growing up with old Javanese stories. 

Yet it can as easily be Norse mythology, something out of Julian Barnes, or the poet’s 

own skewed imagination – and no one is the worse off for it. 

 

6. 

 

If we accept that poetry is not, as Goenawan believes, the bearer of a message, or a 

medium of “the masses,” then it stands as itself, on its own: just as life is the flight 

of the alone to the alone. (16) It need not explain what it sees, or what it wishes its 

audience to see. Poetry is a space in which meaning is not the same as having 

function or purpose; language can just freely be, unaccountable to nothing and no 

one; and time is often defeated.  

Poetry both releases and restrains: it gives the poet immortality as only a poem 

can, and also that private sanctuary where he can retire in order to avoid a feeling, 

the memory of a lover, the plea of duty, the burden of history, the peril of intimacy, 

“hope that turns into want, and thus sins.” It bids him to the space of things. To 

“soul in a space of hazy gloom, singed by fireflies of cigarettes chasing each other’s 

tails." To the space of night in the sound of a piano playing lines of 

the Rubbayat when “the dark is taking the floor” and “the wind echoes no more.” 

There is a sense that Goenawan’s use of wayang stories (“Kunthi’s Coitus,” 

“Before the Immolation of Sita,” “Bedtime Story,”) Javanese texts and songs 

(“Pariksit,” “Asmaradana,”) and Greek legends (“Oedipus,”) is also part of this 

mental travel, where memory, forgetting, history; pain, faith and irony can meet and 

have their dance. They are but podiums from which he could turn his observer’s eye 



on how many daily things – the cycle of seasons, lust, laughter – escape mortality, 

when you only stop to look.  

Poetry, in fact, is the ultimate paradox, where one can talk of life and death 

in one breath, just as beginnings and endings, loving and ceasing to love, living and 

ceasing to live are one. “Every poet has a twilight in his soul.” said Derek Walcott 

(18), and this is especially true of Goenawan Mohamad. 

 “Expatriate,” one of the earliest poems of this collection, written when he 

was 21, speaks of a journey – a journey that is life – but one always attuned to “the 

silent chuckle of age” – that “certainty of death” found in the closing line of 

“Pastoral,” penned 40 years later. While it has all the requisite hopes of youth, and 

of duty to country, this “Adam of no word,” this young man whose pages are yet to 

be filled, knows “for sure what is in store.” 

But twilight for Goenawan is not the fading sky of “a stoic’s route” over 

which he mourns youth and opportunities lost, but for that moment from which 

elegies are elicited by the tuning fork of sky and horizon, of fate and place, and of 

time and space; by places “we recognize in mortal moments.” It is this that lends 

color and hope to the pallor of everyday life, unbidden, magical, like a “sudden flash 

of time,” and for once he finds himself on level ground with the morning angel: “I 

do not want to die yet.”  

2005 

 

 

 



N.H. Dini’s Modernity 
 
 
"Writers, as such [...] are under the greatest pressure. Whatever may befall them, their personal 

experience is also their people's experience, and their people's experience is also their personal 

experience. One portion, whether big or small, or the whole, will affect their writing and return to 

their people in the form of a new reality, a literary reality. The essence of fiction, because of this, is 

also the essence of history." 

 

—Pramoedya Ananta Toer, "My Apologies in the Name of Experience" 

 

 

It may serve us well to remember that all life outside the immense narratives of 

history is composed of the stories of average people, those that History with a capital 

"H" (with its panoptic gaze) often fails to capture. But "all writing," as Susan Sontag 

says, "is a species of remembering." And remembering is what the Indonesian writer 

Nurhayati Sri Hardini, better known as Nh. Dini, does particularly well. She lives it, 

is elevated by it, perhaps even feels saved by it. 

 

There are, to be sure, different motives for and modes of remembering, but 

Nh. Dini never feels she needs to explain—much less apologize for—the 

autobiographical aspects of her work. Her first work, the short story collection Dua 

dunia (Two Worlds), where she states without qualm or pretense, "my writing 

contains more real life than fantasy," was published in 1956. But it was her 

novels, Pada sebuah kapal (On a Ship, 1973) and La Barka (1975), that won her 

recognition as a writer. 

 

Her marriage to a French diplomat brought her to various corners of the 

globe: Japan, the Philippines, Cambodia, America, the Netherlands, France. In 1980, 



she returned to her homeland and now resides in Yogyakarta, Central Java. She was 

blessed with two children, though her marriage was an unhappy one. 

 

For almost the entirety of her career, Nh. Dini wrote down and noted all that 

happened to her, to her world. These memoirs, later known cumulatively as the Seri 

cerita kenangan (Series of Recollections), were published after her most significant 

novel, Pada sebuah kapal, lodged her name in the firmament of the Indonesian literary 

scene. Sebuah lorong di kotaku (An Alley in My Town) tells of her childhood before 

school. Drawing its title from that same town—her birthplace—Sekayu (Sekayu) 

recounts her day-to-day life and that of her family's, from primary school to middle 

school. Her experiences as a married woman are covered in several works—

Kemayoran (Kemayoran), Dari Parangakik ke Kampuchea (From Parangakik to 

Cambodia), Jepun negerinya Hiroko (Japan, Hiroko's Country), titles corresponding to 

the different parts of the world where they were stationed. 

 

However, in the 2005 addition to the series, Dari Fontenay ke Magallianes(From 

Fontenay to Magallianes), Dini for the first time discloses the full extent of her 

relationship with "the captain," a mysterious lover whose comings and goings 

colored her life since her residence in Cambodia, two years after her marriage. (He 

also appeared in the earlier, fictional work Pada Sebuah Kapal.) "That man has become 

part of my life. Even though we will not meet for a long time, my self and my soul 

will never let him go," she writes. "He has taught me so many things. He has also 

restored my sense of self-worth: it is only proper that I be desired by a man like him, 

a man of the highest quality who possesses also a suitable gentleness in his attitude 

and behavior." In Dari Fontenay, the captain is named Bagus (derived, perhaps, from 

the phrase ayu bagus), while she goes by the moniker "Ayou." 

 

An artist must be without a name, stresses W.H. Auden, noting that 

Shakespeare was "in the singularly fortunate position of being, to all intents and 



purposes, anonymous." Nh. Dini not only insists she has a name; she exists, flesh 

and blood. In fact, her popularity is not so much based on her fiction as on the series 

of books that contains her life story. Although no self could ever be wholly knowable 

to others—even when author and subject coincide—very few manage to affix their 

self onto the page as well as Dini, who often does so, shatteringly, overbearingly, 

selfishly. 

 

And, many would say, for understandable reasons. For the book is also a 

lengthy tirade about her husband, someone she paints as stingy, ill-tempered, unable 

to respect his wife (much less his friends), and afflicted with multiple personality 

disorder. Dini even goes so far as to detail her husband raping her—an act which 

resulted in her pregnancy with a third child, whom she did not want. In the next 

installment of the series, La Grande Borne (2007), she continues to flesh out alarming 

instances of his abrasiveness and misogyny, such as when he screamed at her that 

she would be as fat as a pig if she still insisted on living alone, "sleeping and eating 

around the clock"—to which she claims to have responded calmly: "Despite being 

thus 'piggified,' I was still patient enough to respond, '[ . . . ] I will write! It seems 

you've forgotten you've married a writer.'" 

 

In Dari Fontenay ke Magallianes, an exposé of sorts on a topic that also occurs 

elsewhere in her oeuvre, we see a melding together of several elements. First, Dini 

speaks in the fluid, straightforward style of a reporter—and an astute one at that; 

especially when she describes Paris, making an effort to teach Indonesians a little bit 

of its history: how in the Panthéon a writer may lie under the same roof as generals, 

presidents, and professors, and how this is material evidence of the esteem in which 

the French hold artists. How being someone's guest means being the guest of that 

person's entire family. She displays the same keen eye for life in the countryside and 

its many charms. Still, there is a certain distance for her that separates the narrator 

from her readers. It is as if Dini keeps us in a doorway looking in. This also proves 



to be her greatest asset, both as a writer and as a woman of the world: she opens our 

eyes to a realm that most of us could never enter. 

 

Second, there are her oblique references to different time periods. We are 

often faced with sentences such as: "When I wandered the Latin Quarter in the 

sixties, there weren't many kiosks or crannies one could find serving food from 

Greece, Africa, or other foreign places." Though her memoir claims to cover her 

time in Paris in the sixties, this is not just a memoir. It is an intricately layered 

narrative that even extends forty decades prior: "From the seventeenth century to 

the time of my second residence in France, the number of universities in that hub 

of intellectualism continued to grow." 

 

Third, Dini seems eager to draw the reader close through a lengthy 

outpouring of grief about the most private of matters, which functions as a 

compensation for the somewhat pedantic distance she keeps. This is apparent in her 

brusque introduction of the captain, without any build-up, without warning, as if 

only in passing. A fragment of a memory about the weather in southern France 

suddenly transforms into a memory of the collection of hats she has amassed with 

her captain during their moments together. And those moments together, it turns 

out, are certainly numerous: Hong Kong, Kobe, and several cities in Europe, 

including Marseille. 

 

What I mean by her eagerness to draw the reader close is based on the relaxed 

and open tone of Dini's narrative; whoever is reading Dari Fontenay will at the very 

least know the key events of her life's history up to this point, because they are her 

devoted readers. At the same time, one gets a sense of how extraordinary Dini's self-

confidence must be in order for her to build her career almost entirely on stories 

about herself. She expects other people to know about her life, and her readers to 



have faith in her as a human being, in her voice as a narrator, and in the version that 

she is presenting them. 

 

A memoir is not merely the disclosure of facts about oneself, but also about 

other people's lives filtered through one singular perspective posing as "truth." And 

in many instances, those other people are still alive—with names, families, and 

futures. I do not think I need to regurgitate here the bitterness and aggression with 

which Dini exposes the negative details about her husband. First-person narration, 

with all its attendant good faith, is not just fraught with the lapses of memory, but 

also with unanticipated spells of vanity and self-righteousness, swift spasms of guilt, 

self-remorse, even self-pity, and sudden impulses of wanting to "set the record 

straight" (and to do so with gusto). All these ungovernable elements, as well as the 

absurd amorphousness of life itself, often lead to self-censorship and embellishment. 

 

The "I" that we construct for others, even on paper (or perhaps especially), is 

never the whole, unadulterated "I." (In fact, is it ever?) The "I" that we create for 

others—however precisely recorded, however brutally rendered—is nonetheless re-

created, transfigured. The medium—the memoir—may be an autonomous 

construct (even if this, itself, is a weak supposition, given that it also carries the 

weight of history, the imperatives of veracity), but the subject seldom is. And like 

the novelist, the autobiographer too, in the end, faces the challenges of storytelling. 

To quote Michael Cunningham in the accompanying note to his novel Specimen Days, 

autobiographers also "must decide what degree of slavish accuracy would make their 

stories more alive, and what degree would make them less." And like all of us—you 

and me—Dini too chooses which part of her life, of herself or of her emotional 

world she would lay bare. 

 

In Dini's case, this would seem to be hatred. 

 



Not that this memoir does not show us other aspects of Dini. For one, she is 

an extremely modern woman, in the sense that she is of a practical bent, skillful in 

household matters in the Western sense (i.e. no servants), capable of balancing work 

and family life. 

 

She is also modern in another vital respect: her sexuality. She does not feel 

that there is anything illegitimate, much less wrong, about the idea of an affair; it is 

excused by the fact that there is no love lost between her and her husband. Yet, she 

also speaks of sex with a candor so staggering, as something that does not need to 

be covered up or be ashamed about. It is something that can be at once terrifying 

and intoxicating, addictive and liberating, and, more importantly, an integral part of 

life. One also gets the impression that the lurid, often unnecessarily lengthy, details 

of her lovemaking (far more graphic than those in her earlier novels) in Dari 

Fontenay may have been the result of the far more liberal literary climate in 

Indonesia—one that has become intimately associated with the efforts of female 

writers of the 1990s and the new millennium, such as Ayu Utami and Djenar Maesa 

Ayu. But one also cannot help but sense that her gratuitous detail is also a point of 

pride for her, the vanguardist writer, who broke new ground in matters of sex and 

sexuality long before Ayu Utami's Saman was published in 1998. 

 

The modern person, says Walter Benjamin, is someone who chooses, who is 

always positioning him or herself as a subject. Dini chooses to live with her 

husband and to have an affair with the captain, who we eventually learn is a 

Frenchman. Dini is modern because she is—or insists on appearing—

unsentimental, even about the mysterious lover who has made her so happy. And 

she is unwilling to hang herself over a man. There is a stoic attitude about her person, 

whether as a mask to hide her real feelings or as a revelation of her true character. 

 



She rarely mentions her lover outside the space she has allocated specifically 

for their private moments. When she is recounting life away from her lover, she 

evokes no grumblings, no incriminating memories of their affair. There is no, heaven 

forbid, oppressive longing. She is just as guiltless and imperturbable leaving her 

husband and children to pass two weeks with the captain in Marseille as she is when 

leaving her beloved Bagus to return to her duties. The ease and economy with which 

she conveys such things, as though she were merely reciting a bus timetable, are 

quite astonishing, for here is a Javanese woman who in many instances still acts and 

thinks in keeping with her orthodox Javanese upbringing—one that puts much value 

on gentleness, self-restraint, obedience, passive acceptance, submission to one's 

husband—but is also capable of compartmentalizing herself and her feelings 

(compartmentalization being an ability more readily attributed to men than to 

women). Here is a woman who is doubly modern because she not only chooses; she 

also lives—at least on the page—with few regrets. 

 

Again, we will never know how much of her true self Dini was unwilling to 

express, or how much of her careful attempt at constructing her self-image fell 

victim, unexpectedly, to the paradoxes of the genre in which she wrote—auto-

fiction, with its capacity to simultaneously empower and disenfranchise its subject. 

Or, perhaps, the inconsistencies themselves are the point; we are, therefore we hate 

and love. 

 

And so we find a Dini who is full of contradictions. For every Dini who is 

filled with rage, we find a Dini full of consideration: she hates her husband and 

considers all the intimate details of that hatred fit to tell the public, yet when she 

must tell her lover of her pregnancy, she hesitates. "In Javanese there is a term, dora 

sembadha (a white lie)," writes Dini. "I do not want to bring shame to the man to 

whom I am married." For every Dini to whom material fulfillment seems secondary 

to self-pride and happiness—"I must take this all in my stride, because no matter 



what, I do not want to burden my Captain," morally or materially—we find a Dini 

who sees no need in masking her joy at being lavished with gifts: "Ever since we 

have been together, every time we meet, he never forgets to supply me with a lot of 

money. As for the other presents from him, they are so numerous they are 

impossible to count." And for every Dini who puts up with her husband because 

she is financially dependent on him for the care of their children (and is therefore 

moved by her lover's desire to move in together and adopt her unborn third child), 

we find a Dini who expresses gratitude while at the same time retreating in a manner 

most Javanese: "Although they are only fantasies, with no guarantee of transpiring, 

my heart is as if it has swollen several fold with happiness." 

 

At this point, I offer that her novel Pada sebuah kapal, which tells of women 

who suffer at the hands of men, more easily achieves these ends than the series of 

recollections. Its freedom of non-ambivalence and consistency in fact is one of the 

distinguishing differences between auto-fiction and autobiography. 

 

Third-person narration, unlike a personal memoir, is capable of creating the 

illusion that that story is occurring now, at this moment. Meanwhile, a 

memoir must be about the past. To tell a story is to re-tell it. And it is at these 

moments—these fundamentally ethical moments—that the memoirist becomes 

susceptible to error in varying forms and degrees: incomplete recollections, the 

distance that blurs the past and the present, the unreadability of the human soul, the 

biases that make us human, the limitations of language, the overriding ambition to 

secure a truth to the point that the act of recovering a memory, however unreliable, 

becomes an end in itself. 

 

This is not to say, however, that Dini's memoirs mislead us—unwittingly or 

otherwise—into seeing only the parts of herself she wants us to see. Yet her hatred 

of men so consumed her at what she deemed the most critical juncture of her life 



that it limited her work almost entirely to men and all that revolved around them. 

During this period, she was increasingly incapable of "seeing" the worlds outside her 

own, much less her home country beyond its superficialities. What is more, she 

seemed barely aware of what was happening to Indonesia in those volatile years—

the sixties of social and political turmoil, the seventies of festering wounds, the 

eighties of growing discontent, the nineties of cultural eruption—or perhaps she 

merely chose to look the other way. 

 

Or perhaps, to go with a more generous reading, she was simply opting for 

something else. 

 

A friend—a fellow writer with a rich inner life—once told me it is the choices 

that chain, not the life. "Whatever the order and propriety of one's formal existence," 

he said, "with homes and mortgages and family and other loved ones, 

one must maintain a room unchained; even if it is only a head full of books, a longing 

for a loved city, the quieter wildness of what one could have been (Arcadia) or might 

yet be (Utopia)." For Nh. Dini, who for the most part is her own hero, subject, and 

center, her "room unchained" was the space she afforded in her life and thoughts 

for France and the captain. Hers is a life that most fiction could only have dreamed 

up.  

translated from the Indonesian by Tiffany Tsao 

2016 

 

 

 

 



Nine Faces of Max Beckmann:  
Ogni dipintore dipinge se * 
 
 

Published in There Are Tears in Things: Collected Poems and Prose by Laksmi Pamuntjak 

(Gramedia Pustaka Utama: Jakarta, 2016) 

 

*This version doesn’t include the nine images reflected upon as they appear in said published collection. 

 

“In the mid-twentieth century the artist is obliged to invent the self who  

will paint his pictures—and who may constitute their subject matter.” 

 

Harold Rosenberg  

 

 

 

1. Self-Portrait in Florence. 1907. Oil on canvas. 98 x 90 cm. Göpel 66. 

Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg. Loan from private collection. © 

VG Bild- Kunst, Bonn 2006.  

 

Though this was a tad earlier than the norm, this was the self before all others: a 

whey-faced boy with corn-flour hair so soft it’s almost airbrushed onto the face in 

the process, making the rich coral lips necessary. Melancholy is as much at sea as the 

fuss and fury, though the deceit is something else. It is a ruse so fine, this plumping 

up of the right corner of his mouth: the mark of the beautiful ditherer, the nervous 

neophyte, the yieldy yes-man, behind whose plaintive eyes take flight the breezy, 

bejewelled lines of summers in the park. 

 

What are you, what am I? 

 



To that question, the self-portrait has always sufficed, the only licence he has, 

and has ever needed, to make him an artist. It’s all there in The Book, page one, line 

one, a oneness so fine. 

 

But it is not in the artist to settle for the humdrum. It simply won’t do to 

replicate, to reproduce, to make more of the same thing. It has to be a continuous 

performance. He has to prepare the self to contain the deceit. The deceit has to be 

part of the self  becoming, even if you have to admit there is something eerily 

finished about much of this tentativeness: for he is certainly anything but a script in 

progress. 

 

Well, then: if to paint is to frame, can a painting, even to biographers—worst 

detectives there are—tell you  the following: a) that  every self-portrait is fully 

equipped with certifiable facts, b) is in itself an autobiography, c) is in fact an 

assemblage of true lies?  

 

2. Self-Portrait in Florence. 1907. Oil on canvas. 98 x 90 cm. Göpel 66. 

Hamburger Kunsthalle, Hamburg. Loan from private collection. © VG Bild- 

Kunst, Bonn 2006. 

 

Looking at Self-Portrait in Florence, it’s hard not to think that way. By this time, the 

mouth has evened out somehow, and now the pliant sophomore is Jude Law playing 

Dickie Greenleaf in The Talented Mr Ripley. Or do we see the young Anthony Hopkins 

there, the Anthony who will later grow into Hannibal Lecter, as only he can do so?  

 

True, here there are none of those bursts of awful daring you sense in his later 

metamorphoses: many of them pure, some foolhardy, others downright destructive. 

All committed not in the folds and crevices of a painter’s privacy but, rather, in the 

eye of the public. 



 

It’s a stunning feat, really. Everything about its apparent solidity scotches any 

murmur of premeditation, for the details are so self-evident. You can just about hear 

the inner opposites duking it out with each other. There’s the cigarette, blasé in his 

right-hand fingers. A single vase whose bouquet blends in with the outside window. 

Hannibal Lecter, the sadist aristocrat and another token Florentine on the one hand: 

straight-backed, educated in beguiled stillness and patrician gestures (the bat of an 

eyelid, the gauging of a tannin) elevated into minor art; Dickie Greenleaf on the 

other, a seducer of both men and women too handsome to need to seduce them. So 

easily can we imagine the latter bronzed and strolling under the Tuscan sun, or with 

his linen pants and easy, rich boy grin docking at Ischia, and letting rip in the 

beachside tavernas and steep streets of Procida on his scooter. Hannibal has a bone 

to pick with the rest of mankind while Dickie’s life is an appeasement of his lewd 

horror of boredom. The two, you notice, are no different. Not to mention weirdly 

unEuropean, this attempt to resolve this wretched social lockjaw into a single frame. 

 

And so, he wants us to hear the music but tells us to stay at arm’s length. For 

I am now, he tells us, a husband, a head of the family. Just the other day I buried my 

mother (in the peace that she deserved) and now I stand squarely to the front, 

meeting the world finally on an even keel: an artist in the city of art.  

  

 

3. Self-Portrait as Medical Orderly. 1915. Oil on canvas. 55.5 x 38.5 cm. 

Göpel187. Von der Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006. 

 

 

Is there, then, something else behind the  stone-hard  gaze that  he turns upon the  

world, one that  prepares us for the gnomic vision of the  medical orderly: more a 



creature of myth than  a real person, whose face is smooth and carved, almost 

sanded, whose high  slant  of the  eyebrow gives so little  away of the  real mask? 

Strange for something so stylized to have come from the ruins of war whose “stench 

of putrefaction,” has cost him, by his own admission, his own “several deaths in 

sympathy” in order to live nine times longer. 

 

Yes, and like a cat, a beautiful cat with nine lives and the regal arch of a 

Siamese, he presents himself forthwith, from the mud and midst of a sinking 

Germany. Even the light is so enchanted  by his feline grace that  it seems to bounce 

off him as if he were a manikin  or a cut-out  from a magazine, too obsequious an 

admirer to linger and be found wanting. Even his receding hairline has a mirrored, 

Deco sleekness, altogether unworldly, unreal. 

 

And yet what do we know in all this sarcasm, of the numbing side of war? 

War is not the movies, where there is real fun to be had in seeing how long it takes 

the tantalizing laws of cruelty to turn you from citizen to lout. Neither is it a novel, 

a poem, a play, straining against any residual strength the war may have left after it 

has used up words and all mortal thoughts. And much less is war a series of 

photographs, as war is not a mere matter of seizing death in the making. As a fine 

woman who recently passed away once said: “War tears, rends. War rips open, 

eviscerates. War scorches. War dismembers. War ruins.”1The slant is the key: the 

thing which arrests and condenses eight years into a hard-nosed wisdom that 

manifests itself in this bourgeois activist, more French than German, tending to 

wounds and nursing thirst post-fact. Crazed though not exactly hounded, pounded, 

pummeled by death on his heels. This is what he writes to Minna, the wife in whose 

name he has taken to  signing all his pictures HBSL—‘Herr Beckmann seiner 

Liebsten’—‘Mr Beckmann to his Love’: “I saw fantastic things. Half-clothed men 

streaming with blood, being bandaged in white down below in the half-light. Huge 

pain. New ideas of the flagellation of Christ.” 



 

It is therefore one thing to say that he is speechless before such a force as 

war, whose violence does seem to turn anybody subjected to it into a non-human.  

This is still the case even if history concurs—as you can see, all but two pictures in 

his World War One output were done in 1915, two in 1916 (one incomplete),  seven 

in 1917 and again two in 1918. Not exactly a period of high productivity. But can it 

not also be said that force revels only in an abuse that is also self-abuse, in an excess 

that expends its own store? Besides, how do we know where it goes, this excess, this 

desperate search for green grass, for new soil? Where, indeed, does one find beauty? 

 

Later, in a war that sees Germany beating down Europe’s doors and 

destroying all that it touches, it will be suggested that Achilles and Hector, aggression 

and resistance, are both beautiful because force is beautiful, because the  beauty of 

omnipotence,  having been converted into the omnipotence of beauty, opens up 

new fields of pulchritude  necessary for man’s survival. But of course, by this time 

Herr Beckmann is too much a man of the world, who has learned to divest all horror 

and channel it to the subject matter while preserving some beauty for himself. That 

really is the short of it.  

 

 

4. Self-Portrait with Red Scarf. 1917. Oil on canvas. 80 x 60 cm. Göpel 194. 

Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006 

 

But it is quite another thing to keep at it, the deceit I mean, like changing the tilt of 

his mouth to the other side, with such cold calculation even when he was still a 

mama’s boy. It’s quite clear that the noble brow is to take him a long way, like the 

secret ambition of prows, as when, two years on, he has become even more of a 

caricature of himself: the artist revealed. 

 



Of course it’s been a tough four years all around, this being 1917, at the end 

of which the paralysis has given way to lines of nervous incisiveness, a razor-sharp 

way of dealing with subject matters, contours so hard and angular that cheeks appear 

sunken, eye sockets deeply embedded and everything standing out, like that  red 

scarf. 

 

To be fair, there is probably more truth here than the self before and after, an 

anger maybe, or a sort of latent rage easily stung, at this vast ineptitude that is the 

world that renders painting and not painting just as excruciating. 

 

There’s no mistaking the grit of the teeth, the impatient sway of the head. It 

is the same self who, in drypoint, spares himself any sentimentality: a world where 

the shock and frenzy of dismemberment has been replaced by what the reconstituted 

parts have become. The technique that makes up Resurrection2   is not easy to 

transpose to any other medium; but, oh, how flimsy is it then, the twine between, 

down below, up there. For up there is to be on the verge of the sky with its black 

sun; there is no hope of salvation between bodies shorn of all mask and clothing, of 

life and afterlife.  And for those still chained to the dictates of the present, to society 

and its self-deception. Up there is a fluid, horrible, horizontal progression into a state 

of non-being, into nothingness. 

 

Some twenty years later, somebody would say, about the next great war, that 

it is “a thing that turns everybody who is subjected to it into an x.”3 

 

True to the spirit of the day, pathos is also the last thing he seeks during this 

period. War deforms us all, he announces, myself included, Christ to say the least—

the savior as, look, an object. In spite of the red scarf, the painter’s arm is a lever, 

his face skeletal, his mouth all hunted and scrunched up, in the way we know that 

there is only a fine line separating conservative and radical.  



  

 

5. Self-Portrait with a Champagne Glass. 1919. Oil on canvas. 95 x 55.5 cm. 

Göpel 203. Private collection. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006. 

 

From here on it seems that there is a measured fluency driving his transformation, 

or rather, transformations, filling out the mood, the palette, as in this curious descent 

into conservatism. No matter how fiercely people dream of a clean slate, the past 

will never be totally obliterated; it always leaves messages all over it the way a city 

contains its past like lines on a face. 

 

And so: a face above a tight black suit, a cigar, a glass of champagne. It’s Jude 

Law again, but in soft bordello glow, oaked and matured like the best of wine—

dreaming, like Yeats once, of being hanged only the night before, but knowing too 

well that he is the life and soul of the party. Not that it is important anymore, the 

distinction between reality and mask, the poseur and the sincere eccentric.  But this is 

the twentieth century, and reflexivity is a moot point; in a time like this, moral issues 

do not have to be articulated in order to be explored, and the least a painter—

especially one of his caliber—can do is to have his audience doubt himself, the hero, 

a bit. His self-doubt is part of what recommends him to us in the first place. Is it not 

so? 

 

For let us not forget that this is, after all, 1919, and there is a real need in post-

war German society for the  ultimate send-up: a posturing, passionate man, the  last 

great self-fashioner, a painter, an illusionist who literally lives in his own symbols, a 

particularly self-mythologizing or an unusually self- ironizing one who cares. 

 

Like a homing pigeon, the cruel, cynical tilt of the mouth has found its true 

home: the reverse of the first self, the real finally revealed. Or is it? Or is it that 



resistance and the will to protest have yielded to destructive misanthropy? (If it is 

indeed misanthropy and not something else, something more sadly prosaic, like 

simple acceptance of what he cannot change…) Which one is it then? Is he role-

playing, or has he become the role? Has he gone even further in the service of the 

truth by offering himself—as the ultimate act of self-effacement and sacrifice—to 

that which the likes of Dix, Grosz and others only dare to depict as issues outside 

of themselves? Has he in fact been able to do that hardest, damnedest, ultimately 

most selfless thing, judging himself more harshly than is humanly possible? 

 

Or has he come back to his latent theme of old, that there is beauty even here 

too, as in how the sight of an out-and-out war, a burial ritual or a duel ending in one 

man’s spilled blood, but not another’s, can be beautiful? Even in his personal 

nightmare that is the scene of murder and mayhem in a bourgeois attic4—a father 

hanged, his neck bloodied, his arm about to be broken; a woman pried open, clothes 

half torn, as if ripe for the raping—there is in the great round “mouth” of the 

gramophone in the center a strange, grounding repose, a measure of something more 

worldly than the world run aground. Is that what beauty is? An apparition, as 

Benjamin would have spoken of this wonder. 

 

So as against the paradox of things appearing, where does he stand in 1921, 

two years after the official end of the catastrophe? Caught in the storm that blows 

from Paradise, where is his gaze directed: towards the pile of ruins before him or 

into the future to which his back is turned?  

 

6. Self-Portrait as a Clown. 1921. Oil on canvas. 100 x 59 cm. Göpel 211. Von 

der Heydt-Museum, Wuppertal. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006 

 

He chooses to laugh as only a clown can. 

 



Ruff, mask, slapstick and carnival red. Fool, savior, criminal, jester, madman, 

holy man, divine child: which one is he? The point is that it matters not: he’s the 

ultimate trickster, shapeshifter, demigod, wild card, the number ‘0’ that both resists 

and embodies its placement, belonging neither to the beginning nor the end, 

oscillating forever between Judgment and The World. 

 

There is no position as powerful, of course: the clown is no forced role, for 

he is the master of the mask. He decides which mask to  wear and  when,  and  in  a  

more  potent, comprehensive way than the risible, but liably famous, attempt at satire 

in the figure of himself in the black mask, looking on at a slice of the theatre of the 

world right where the metaphor is served hot off the pan: in the family room.5 

 

But his self-portrait as a clown works while he as a portly, baldheaded Zorro 

doesn’t because the latter’s subject matter is doing just fine without. As his own 

family or as any family, for that matter.  Wife, son, friends, mother-in-law all at one 

with and yet removed from their own private space, each resigned to a given role in 

a farce that is not even of their own making. That a parody so pitch-perfect should 

be marred by the elliptical patriarch trying to drive the point home cannot be 

anything but a low point in modernism. 

 

`Not that he may not have realized this himself, in the gawky interim between horror 

vacui and the next stage of progress. Hence the clown: deride him all you like, but his 

changing mask gives him the fool’s licence to utter truths that cannot otherwise be 

uttered with impunity. At the same time, you cannot deny him the throne either, nor 

this sneaky, treacherous desire for world-mellowness and the sense of dominion that 

comes with it. 

 

It’s a coup de grâce: the slapstick in place of the scepter, the rocking chair instead 

of the throne, the pointy-eared cat rather than the low-mounded dogs, the trumpet 



as his ubiquitous prop for truth-speaking mouths. But sneaky is still the word, for 

he is still a usurper, a charlatan, a forger of roles, and he cannot but wear his own 

telltale signs. Stigmata on the right palm (Christ, the hanged man); the right leg curled 

underneath (just testing the waters); the  frigid, edge-of-the-seat gradient of his pose 

(this is a one-shot thing, I won’t be here long); the furtive, troubled glance over the  

shoulder behind  the  long gaze across a faraway place. You can bet your bottom 

dollar that when he dismounts his ill-gotten cathedra, he will be, like the cat, in a 

digitigrade gait—walking on the toes with the back part of the foot raised.  

 

But oh, the city. The ficklest of creatures, this, one day your best friend, the 

next day your worst enemy, it gives you all the sick, ailing, demoralized, warped—

soldiers, cripples, householders, proletarians—but also wine snobs, salon dilettantes, 

self-righteous war vets, those who mill, stupidly, in the back room before the 

masquerade balls, those who have to keep on keeping on, winners all, wittingly, 

willingly or otherwise. There is no time to awaken the dead and join together what 

has been smashed to pieces. Villains, victims, good, evil are not easily distinguishable 

from one another.  

 

 

7.  Self-Portrait in front of a Red Curtain. 1927. Oil on canvas. 110 x 59.5 cm. 

Göpel 208. Private collection. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006 

 

But plastic, as we all know, lasts longer and by 1923, he has found parody, role-

playing, satire and negation insufficient. He finds religion in still life. In people as 

still life. 

 

On certain levels, this newfound preoccupation of course poses certain 

problems. Still life requires discipline, a paring down of the explicit and the 



hermetic—the mainstays of his art—even a dulling of emotions if that too can be 

managed. 

 

Objects in still life, after they have disengaged themselves from the crowded 

canvas, like sardines unfurled from the crowdedness of cans, do not know how to 

behave in space. But this is precisely why tact works for someone with his education, 

like a slightly snug sweater allowed some time to shake off its pleats and hollows and 

later settle against your curves like an arranged marriage of compatibles: it appears 

to give dignity back to the human  subject, even if, and precisely because, dignity has 

many faces. 

 

Who can look at Minna  Beckmann-Tube, for instance, or, for that  matter, 

Frau Swarszenski and Carola Netter,  and not think  of vanitas in still lives? True, the 

subject matter of still life often represents a vehicle for the painter’s skill in 

composition, detail and texture.  But they too are symbols first and foremost, loaded 

down by the message of mortals: the pleasure of life only lasts a moment, carpe diem.6 

Which means that  Herr Beckmann’s real problem now belongs not so much to the 

realm of technique  as psychology, the way natura morta in Italian and Northern  

European Renaissance paintings are often not so much still lives as portraits of the 

inner fruit. 

And to this aspect he certainly rises, the way Homer would have done had he 

been allowed to live another thousand years. Minna has never looked so lovely in 

this serene grasp of her own loneliness, just as the decorum of the two women sitting 

side by side, six stalk-sturdy leaves and a blob of yellow wedged between them, 

fashions so fine a study of remote proximity, each nursing his or her own private 

grief. 

 

This part, at least, seems clear enough: the man in front of the red curtain—

cigar, bowler hat, red and white scarf, his entire social kit propping him up—is taking 



his last stage bow to the first wife for whom, even at this point, he knows his love 

will last. “Beyond time and place, friend of my soul you belong to me,”7  he writes 

her as he watches, like a flaky sentinel,  a proud and elegant soul depart the  way she 

must. You could almost forgive the temerity of his own soul, letting go of what he 

cannot hold; but not before he can put on one of his many masks.  

 

  

 

8. Carnival Double Portrait, Max Beckmann and Quappi. 1925. Oil on canvas. 

160 x 105.5 cm. Göpel 240. Kunstmuseum Düsseldorf im Ehrenhof, 

Düsseldorf. © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2006. 

 

But by 1925, the year he obtained a divorce from Minna, he has found another love, 

the  sort of love that  transforms, in both its unfawning sustenance and its 

carnivalesque celebration of life. 

 

It is clear that by then he is an ailing man, an ailing man unsure of what he is 

and what he can become, where he is in time, how he is to take his first steps and 

keep on in a world in which he too must create, renew, and entertain. 

 

The scarf is plastered around his skull like a tourniquet. His right hand is 

raised halfway across his torso, but closely to it, cigarette  between  fingers, both  in  

stoned-out acquiescence and lost-boy despondency. His gaze seeks lines but meets 

only fuzz until his eyes get so used to the fuzz they tell the body to tell the  brain to 

become whatever the  fuzz wants it to be. After some reflection, this is what he looks 

like—the fuzz being us, of course, intruders all. 

 

No, he is certainly no Arlecchino, for he is not avaricious, crafty or 

opportunistic; neither does he seek food and women the  way the snub-nosed imp 



of the  commedia  dell’arte does; rather, he is the poignant, persecuted lover of the later 

Harlequinade, a plaintive,  despondent, timid one, lately not quite of this world even 

if he was an acid-head before his time.8 

 

Meanwhile, it is also clear that the Napoleon-like iron woman-horse tamer 

figure in the tricorne hat walking beside him (that is Quappi aka the second Mrs 

Beckmann) is an effective poultice to his wounds—chief whip but also first lady-in-

waiting, a woman of “unpretentious goodness” who is at once level-headed and 

boundlessly giving: a woman who conquers through a combination of hard love and 

plenty of hay. 

 

Hence the necessity of this double portrait; for there is always a Columbine 

to every Harlequin, lovers whose lot is to navigate life together through each other’s 

transformations. 

 

As much as any relationship  can  hope  to  be, it  is a marriage between equals; 

notice how this Columbine, daughter of a well-to-do Munich painter, holds the 

horse’s reins in her hand and gives motion to their heels, and that while her hand 

gestures are a mirror image of his they do not touch. But where the real equality lies, 

the element that makes the balance, is not in the fact that she does not really lead 

the transformation even if she appears to. It lies in the fact that he is the one who 

decides on what the transformation is going to be without appearing to. 

 

Many have failed to see this side of his genius. Many have read his gushing, 

juvenile letters—to both Minna and Quappi—and see only the purity of the prodigy, 

delightful in a sort of eternal child-like naiveté, the boy-at-heart hero who thrives on 

the milky comfort and grounding assurance of a strong woman. Not so. “I have a 

terrible power of negation in me. Your task, small, sweet Cynthia, is to transpose 



this power into affirmation … I am striving for the rehabilitation of dear god my 

child my sweet. Do you understand?”9 

 

This, evidently, is no mindset of a wannabe David wishing to take down 

Goliath with a single shot of a sling. What he is really saying is if anyone, let alone 

dear god turns out unworthy like much of mankind, he too can stay out of his canvas, 

his art, their life. But for the moment, lead on, my Cynthia, my sweet Napoleon, out 

of the simply living to the really living. Lead me to the art institutes, museums, 

galleries, contracts and exhibitions.  Rest your hand on my shoulder while we sip 

champagne in those exclusive suppers, wink at me the way your curls smile upwards, 

across the table at afternoon tea at the Frankfurter Hof, love me as we spend our 

winter idyll in our apartment in Paris, toasting to the resplendent moon that watches 

over us. 

 

Our dress ball is over and the real ball has begun.  

 

Love me. 

 

Have faith in me.  

 

  

 

9. Self-Portrait in Tuxedo. 1927. Oil on canvas. 141 x 96 cm. Göpel 274. Busch- 

Reisinger Museum, Harvard University, Cambridge (MA), Association 

Fund. © VG Bild Kunst, Bonn 2006. 

 

Because it is not so much that he has a plan, a concept or something as commonplace 

as a belief, it is more a determination not to be enslaved by the past. He’s seen it—

what nostalgia does to talented but weak artists. They just get stuck in the rut: they 



want the holy so they take a swing at an entire society by slapping a few smiling 

angels and flying cows upon dark blues so beautiful you wonder: is that it, is this 

what absolves a sinner? To meet with saintliness face to face? 

 

Take that Italian with his deep-shadowed arcades and towers, for instance,  

the  poet of urban estrangement  who is now roving around town signing his work 

pictor optimus  like some two-bit  has-been.10  To  be as ritualized as one’s own 

work—what horror. It’s one thing to endure works of art so worn, and therefore so 

adored, by constant  reassembly of the parts that  make them whole, but man, man 

is simply not that interesting—he  has to reinvent  himself always. To him, the 

Italian’s realist rendering of an abstract world feels too genteel at times, too 

neurasthenic:  it gives too much value to the vanishing points, the rule of the flat 

shape. 

 

As for himself, he’d like to think himself a different artist: the surreal reversal. 

His mystery is not in articulating the inner dreamscape and unconsciousness  of  

mankind  through architectonic  urban symbols, but in treating the  components of 

still life as if they were possessed by the  human  spirit. Saxophones do not just sit 

there on the table, they spill out all over the table, draping their  sensuous curves like 

a harlot reaching out towards us, and you can almost hear the cornet— like a 

trembling phallus—crackle from the  heat.11 

 

Colors are alive  in  the way people  are,  both  as independent  subject and a 

metaphor of something both inside and  outside  themselves.  Men may, from time  

to time, acquiesce to being dead souls, but the  stuff that  surrounds them is always 

alive. 

 

But none of those slow resonances: the bidding, by wilful minds, for the wink 

and shudder of otherwise inanimate objects. The cone does not have to prepare a 



speech to declare itself the way the cow bells and the car horns need not appear in a 

family portrait to expose in what way they are disconnected and dysfunctional. He 

has no time for piety, for those who strain to see God in every detail, those who 

treat every work of art as a statement of faith. It has to hit, like the finality of each 

porous moment, the way not every epiphany is the color of rainbow or borne on a 

barge of angels. Here I am … 

 

… and here he is. It is 1927 and his self-portrait in tuxedo, both superman 

and degenerate, subject and parody, reality and myth, has become the highest 

condition art can aspire to: a vision that prompts questions for all time. What has 

prompted this? Is it tied to his pronouncements a few months earlier: “The worker 

should appear in tuxedo … This should mean: We want a kind of aristocratic 

Bolshevism.”—a sort of ‘I’ll lead by example’ blueprint? Or is it nothing but a classic 

‘I’ve arrived’ pose, a prosaic celebration of middle-age success? In fact, does he even 

merit the amenity of multiple readings? 

 

He probably does. At any rate, it is fitting that this version of the self will go 

on to become one of the most discussed works of his œuvre. Everything about it 

suggests a quality of the unrepentant only fit for those to the manner born, not 

something you wear, put on, something arrived at. 

 

The last time he donned a tuxedo, he was just a ringmaster, a man in a position of 

authority  no  doubt  but  a copy of thousands like him, a salaried man, a master of 

the small, dispensable, paltry universe, sealed, separated, sheltered from the real 

world by the red curtain and the rented, second-hand tuxedo, always standing on the 

borderline between the tragic and the  comic. 

 

But now, black and white is part of his perfect pitch and we are all trespassers 

on an estate that is solidly his. It may even be said, following Schlegel, that this is, 



finally, his original view of the infinite, his religion: the artist as his own God, in the 

union of black and white, in light supernal. 
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